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Abstract: Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) gained wide attention in the past
decade, thanks to its attractive features like flexibility, monitoring capability,
and scalability. It overcomes the crucial problems experienced in network man-
agement and facilitates the development of diverse network architectures. The
existence of dynamic and adaptive routing features facilitate the quick formation
of such networks. But flexible architecture also makes it highly vulnerable to dif-
ferent sorts of attacks, for instance, Denial of Service (DoS). Grey Hole Attack
(GHA) is the most crucial attack types since it creates a heavy impact upon the
components of WSN and eventually degrades the performance of network. In cur-
rent study, a simple attack detection, prevention and reduction approach is pro-
posed. This is to secure the WSN from GHA and other such attacks by
warning and blocking the malicious suspensions and by examining the storage
table. Instead of blocking the entire host, the presented approach specifically elim-
inates the malicious nodes. Further, in case of no malicious traffic detection, the
host gets unblocked. In current study, the researchers simulated the model under
MATLAB environment and the outcomes showed an enhanced performance and
increased utilization of Central Processing Unit (CPU) and packet delivery ratio.

Keywords: Grey-Hole Attack; WSN; detection; prevention; reduction; network
performance

1 Introduction

Wireless Sensor Networks are decentralized in nature and are appropriate for different kinds of
applications since the centralized nodes cannot be trusted. WSNs also exhibit network scalability feature
i.e., it can be connected with networks of huge size, whereas the whole networks should be recognized
[1]. Rapid deployment and minimal configuration make WSNs, a preferable option for emergency crises
like disaster and military conflicts [2]. With the availability of dynamic and adaptive routing facilities,
one can create the network quickly. Wireless networks tend to have high architectural variations,
compared to wired networks [3]. WSN frequently encounters packet drop-based attacks in which the host
may broadcast the packets in case of encountering a short path [4]. However, the traffic which is directed
at the host, is compromised. Hosts are susceptible to collaborative attacks and may be compromised due
to which it may pass wrong information to the network. Some existing protocols may exhibit resistance
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towards selective drops, through node thwarting, in order to avoid from being overloaded [5]. It acquires
routing reliability by disabling the link as defective or by attaining newer effectual routes toward the
destination. In order to resolve this selective drop attack, reliability factors are chosen after the evaluation
of link weight list [6]. For instance, if a sum of weights to certain route is higher, it specifies lower
reliability in which the attack nodes can be identified [7]. Every node has to maintain a certain weight
and the attained weight is added to the payload route request. Through the evaluation of consistency rate,
the defected nodes are differentiated from normal ones. Fig. 1 shows the architectural diagram of Grey
Hole Attack scenario. When a node fails, it has a heavy impact on packet routing [8]. Therefore, these
kinds of nodes have to be identified and isolated to eliminate the partition of network, since it influences
the survival of network itself. Node failure is identified by routing protocols.

In a scenario, where the node fails and another node commences its route discovery process, the failed
node may not be able to transmit the packets received from downstream nodes [9]. When neighborhood
nodes fail, the initiation nodes are incapable of communicating with one another. In such case, the
commencing node gets isolated by its neighbors. This failed node is considered as a selfish node. When this
node starts its route discovery process, the selfish node may disincline to forward the request from initiation
node [10]. This node discards the data packets forwarded to it. Therefore, the communication between these
two nodes can be fulfilled. If neighbors are selfish, it may not be able to communicate with other nodes in a
single hop. However, selfish node may communicate with other nodes and distinguish it from failure nodes
[11]. The anticipated model is designed to resist the Grey Hole Attack through by node thwarting and avoid
from being overloaded. It may acquire routing reliability with the help of reliable factors and by disabling a
link as either defective or by attaining an effectual route towards the destination [12]. One of the significant
contributions of the current study is the detection of malicious nodes in Grey Hole Attack. The current
research work selected an effectual technique to provide security. This technique provides superior network
security by fulfilling availability, integrity and performance in WSN.

In this study, simple attack detection, prevention and reduction approaches are described in detail. These
approaches are used to secure WSN from GHA by warning and blocking the malicious suspensions and
attacks and by examining the storage table. The anticipated approach specifically eliminates the malicious
nodes, instead of blocking the entire host. Further, it also unblocks the host if there is no malicious traffic
present. The simulation was conducted in MATLAB environment.

Rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II provides an overview of the existing works and
techniques. Section III discusses about the theoretical approach to eliminate Grey Hole Attack. Section IV

Figure 1: Grey hole attack scenario
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details about the experimental set up and simulation and Section V concludes the research paper with future
research direction.

2 Related Works

The current section is a review of studies conducted earlier and the section deals with methodologies
used in the mitigation of WSN attacks.

Pal et al. [13] conducted a study to mitigate attacks by facilitating the switches to validate the source
using TCP handshake approaches. After effectual validation, the controller installs the flow rates to
initiate data transfer. This can be applied in TCP to transfer data which needs variations in switches. Lee
et al. [14] proposed a load balancing approach to improve network survival rate in which the overloaded
paths are partitioned among switches to reach successive routes. Different ways are followed to validate
this approach and reduce the overload.

Pal et al. [15] developed an application to preserve IP and MAC addresses and connect the hosts with table
so that its location can be tracked completely. While joining or leaving the host, the information has to be updated
properly. Lee et al. [16] transferred a limited number of packets to the controller so as to avoid DoS attacks. To get
rid of this table overflow, the researcher recommended optimal timeout value and flow aggregation for flow rules.
Though this is the most essential one, there exists some variations in legitimate packet drops too. Armenia et al.
[17] recommended an observable architecture and deployed the network to identify packets with required
signature. Those packets are transmitted to the controllers when the port is jammed and the presence of
malicious nodes is proved thereafter. Chang et al. [18] proposed an approach to eliminate attacks in which an
abnormal user is considered to transmit less number of packets than a normal user during the induction of a
session. Some tend to block the flow, if the transmitted packets are lesser than the provided number.

Aijaz et al. [19] utilized a trust-based approach to avoid attacks by providing IP-based trust values for
every packet, based on communication. According to the researchers, queuing is a possible way to eliminate
attacks, since the queues can be created from different switches. Weighted round robin method can be utilized
to get the request from various queues, based on its size. Further, the latter characteristic is also used in the
partition of queue switches into port queue. Razzak et al. [20] proposed different approaches to gather
packets from controller and switch. These approaches compute the ratio between total and packet
message by host. When the ratio exceeds a pre-defined threshold, then the controller that maintains the
switch transmits less messages. Ferraz et al. [21] presented an effectual DoS mitigation and detection
method termed ‘Anti-DoS’ comprised of four approaches namely, mitigation, trace back, detection and
attack trigger. Attacks are identified with the help of back propagation NN which further tracks the source
and blocks it by installing flow rules.

TCP / IP (Transmission Control Protocol / Internet Protocol) is indeed a set of protocols that are
independent of the transmission object used during wireless communication. However, most data
transmission functions start and end with Ethernet frames, besides internet communication. Ethernet can
be used both as a bus topology and a star topology. A bus topology connects all the devices to a long
wire in pattern. All the issues are typically wired to the main hub inside a star topology. Star-shaped bus
topology is a combination of two topologies and are applied in 10Base-T. This is because the data that
comes from the cable can be decided for sharing, by an attached device i.e., star-shaped wiring.

Xia et al. [22] proposed a method with regards to spoofing attack in which the information on attacker
location is gathered, packets are collected from switches, features are hauled out and organized classifier is
used. Data cache, stored in the table, is missed during saturation point. Cheelu et al. [23] proposed a detection
model that stores the table statistics and identifies the fixed interval to determine abnormalities. Komninos
et al. [24] proposed a data plane solution termed ‘Line switch’ to fight against the attack. It eliminates
buffer saturation and TCP limitation over the guard and protects the controller through migration. Proxies
may give initial connection from IP address which are prioritized on some probability.
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Khare et al. [25] proposed flow installation technique to diminish DoS attacks effectually over the control
channel and controller. This may install rules all over the switches from source to destination to attain the
request. Peng et al. [26] presented a DoS detection system based on centralized controller. It comprises of
anomaly and pre-processing detection models. Guo et al. [27] proposed a dynamic routing method that
distinguishes the flow from resource utilization, gathers routing paths to eliminate overflow and allocates
ineffectual bandwidth. It is appropriate for multiple paths and links. Wang et al. [28] proposed a load
balancing approach to diminish the response time and channel utilization using different controllers.

3 Proposed Method

The proposed method comprises of four diverse functionalities such as Network Data Collection (NDC),
Grey Hole Detection (GD), Grey Hole Prevention (GP) and Grey Hole Reduction (GR). GD and GR
processes are executed only once, when executing the system. However, other functionalities are iterated
based on the dependencies of analysis. For instance, network data collection gets triggered only when a
network controller acquires the packet from neighbourhood nodes, whereas prevention process gets
triggered, when the flow crosses a threshold. All these functionalities are explained below. The flow
diagram of the proposed model is shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Flow diagram of the proposed model
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1) Network Data Collection (NDC): The messages are collected here, when nodes encounter an
incoming message. Then it gets stored in the table. The table may be modelled with data structure so as
to process further. When initiating an iteration, these incoming messages are deleted after generating a
copy for GD process. The information, gathered from incoming packets, may comprise of Ethernet types,
switch ID, port ID, source and destination addresses. The information connected with network, data link
and transport layers get stored over three diverse dictionaries. Here, various header file combinations are
used to store the information. NDC may access and aggregate the data, when incoming packets are stored
in the field. It may not influence the flow rule installation of controllers. The process may take a constant
time, whereas the complexity is predicted in the order of O 1ð Þ:

2) Grey Hole Detection (GD): This is an initial function that describes the characteristics of incoming
traffic, after the anomalies are determined in NDC. It validates whether the total number of requests, from
a certain combination port id, switch id, IP or port, during iteration interval, may exceed the flow limit or
not. If the flow limit is exceeded, then prevention process bypasses the contents of arguments. Then, GD
initiates the analysis from higher level by validating MAC and flooding. This process is primarily
performed to determine IP spoofing and flooding, when malicious attackers are identified. Similarly,
detection process may determine fine-grained factors involved in flooding/spoofing. Therefore, it may
limit legitimate packet drop.

Under every normal condition, the controllers may receive incoming message from switches and hosts.
Then, the complexity is measured as O sj j: hj jð Þ while it is not executed owing to its normal value, 0h0. During
attack, ‘h’ value gets enhanced owing to flooding or spoofing. This process may go deeper to identify the
fine-grained information about the attacks.

Algorithm 1:

//statistical process of data collection
1. For all table do
2. If request > flow rate limit then
3. Prevention (switch, portin))
4. End if
5. End for
6. If MAC > flow rate limit then
7. Frequency < Flow rate/2 then
8. Prevention (MAC< switch, port_in)
9. Elseif MAC > flow rate limit then
10. If source IP > flow rate limit then
11. Attack prevention (MAC, switch, portin)
12. Endif
13. For all switch, MAC< portin
14. If total_port > flow rate limit then
15. Attack prevention (MAC, portin, switch)
16. End if
17. End for
18. End if
19. End for
20. End if
21. End for
22. End for
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3) Grey Hole Prevention (GP): This step gets triggered every time, when GD is identified during Grey
Hole Detection process. It may generate threat entries, handle values, take decisions toward traffic and
compute the block interval. Every statistic, maintained in the table, is termed as ‘malicious flow’. This
function may generate an entry for parameter flow, received from threat detection procedure, while there
is no such entry during malicious flow. Wildcard field in flow is specified by ‘any’.

If an entry identifies the same flow, the process gets incremented with threat value. The value may be 0.5 to
1 based on port type. It may be either external or internal. If the updated value is higher, then the warning is
given through flow rule installation to eliminate the suspected traffic for a short period of time. If the updated
value is higher than the blocking value itself, then the flow rate is made fit to eliminate the traffic for a certain
period of time, based on threat value. Flow rate is computed as an aggregate of random numbers on timeout
value. Here, the duration of blocking flow rate is evaluated by aggregating the squares of threat values in flow
duration. A random value is computed to eliminate the rule at certain period, which further blocks the port at the
time of flooding. Finally, a timestamp is included, when updating the record.

Algorithm 2:

//blocking malicious traffic
1.flow / incoming message
2. if flow.portin == external then
3. threat = yes;
4. else
5. threat = partial
6. endif
7. if flow.portin == malicious data then
8. flow.time / totaltime ();
9. threat value / flow value + threat value
10. duration = 0;
11. if threat value > warning threshold
12. then
13. Duration = random value + timeout;
14. if flow. Block == true
15. Then
16. Flow.block / yes
17. Duration = (threat value)2 + duration
18. Aggregate flow (idle, timeout, drop time);
19. Else
20. Add flow (idle, timeout, drop time)
21. End if
22. End if
23. Flow.time / time
24. Else
25. Flow / match
26. Time / present time ():
27.Threat value / threat;
28. Duration / 0;
29.End if
30. return
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4) Grey Hole Reduction (GR): This process gets executed after the completion of threat detection, with
iterations of the proposed model. This function gets gradually diminished with values and blocks the duration
that remains inactive. If the flow is inactive to reach a timeout period, then it gets eliminated automatically
from an appropriate switch. Then, it is moved to malicious flow table. Therefore, no traffic flows through it.
Further, duration and value are eliminated after the expiry of malicious flow duration table. This gets
continued until the outcome of inactive block entry is eliminated from the table.

Algorithm 3:

//Threat reduction

1. Flow 2 malicious node do
2. If block = = yes then
3. If (duration + idle) < present time () then
4. Flow. Threat / threat value/2;
5. Flow / duration/2;
6. Time / present time ();
7. If duration <= 1 then
8. Block = 0;
9. End if

10. End if
11. Else
12. If duration = = 0;
13. Then
14. Eliminate flow;
15. Elseif (time+idle) < present time ()
16. Then
17. Eliminate flow;
18. End if
19. End if
20. End for

It determines data collection with header data from every packet and preserves the collected data in table
format for all the intervals. Threat detection provides the table after copying data from source. These
processes run for certain period, when a threat is determined. Then, attack prevention and related
malicious flow values are raised. Moreover, if a threat value crosses over threshold, then flow rule is
made to fit the malicious traffic over switches. Subsequently, if there is no threat, the threat value gets
reduced by blocking the flow rules based on activeness.

The parameters related to this function are discussed herewith. Iteration period is determined as the time
between two successive iterations. This may work iteratively by collecting data to identify the attack. The
value may be in the range of 2 to 10 s based on network preferences. In other words, the value is
deterred based on how it identifies and blocks the suspicious node with processing power. A pictorial
representation explains it elaborately.

Request limit is defined as the maximal number of requests generated after flow. Here, host may transmit
the request by controlling the iteration interval. If a host transmits the flow request, then it may start
considering the host as a suspicious node. This may get restricted based on network size and is set as
50 for every small network connection. There are 15 to 100 host networks present in the setup. Then,
threshold is denoted by the time computation of the host to cross flow request limit within a certain
period of time. Based on the threshold, this system is installed with traffic as a warning message for short
interval. The threshold warning value is set between 2 and 6.
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Blocking the threshold specifies the limit to show the number of times. The host crosses the flow rate
limit for a certain period of time. Based on the threshold value, traffic is measured because the malicious
flow is installed to block for a certain period of time. Blocking threshold value is set as a double value
for warning threshold.

Finally, idle timeout is inactive and removed from the switch in case of no flow of packets through it.
Timeout is measured as the total period after the removal of switch, irrespective of whether it is active or
inactive. These are considered as default parameters.

4 Numerical Results and Discussions

This section explains the experimental setup, simulation outcomes and performance analysis conducted
in the study. The researcher simulated the model in a PC with configuration such as 3.4 GHz, 8 GB RAM and
windows operating system. Random traffic was established with TCP connection that can transmit 100 data
packets to the destination host. The total number of Grey Hole Attack hosts was provided for various
scenarios that cause constant flooding to consume high power and resources. This was remotely
connected with multiple resources. The attack scenario with incoming messages is shown in Fig. 3. The
attack scenario is provided in the Figs. 4–6. Tab. 1 shows the simulation set up parameters.

To evaluate the performance of the proposed system, default routing algorithm was considered with the
following parameters namely, CPU utilization, bandwidth, response time, PDR and total amount of request
flows towards the controller. The analysis was conducted as per the network scenario shown in the Figs. 7–9.

Scenario 1: Here, the proposed system was simulated using an easy topology consisting of four hosts and
three switches. The analysis was conducted using both attack and non-attack scenarios. When attack scenario
was considered, the processing power of CPU got increased with constant flow rules and was available for
lesser limits in case of legitimate requests. The average utilization of CPU, in case of non-attack scenario,
was 7.66%. In attack scenario, CPU utilization went up to 8.50%. Therefore, the utilization of CPU by
the proposed model was comparatively less than the detection and mitigation of Grey Hole Attack.
Further, the researcher considered a time flow of 5 s between malicious traffic and fit flow rule to
eliminate the malicious traffic at high timeout values.

Figure 3: Attack scenario with incoming message
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Channel bandwidth needs flow request through control channel and is considered as a bottleneck during
attacks. It diminishes the load control channel by eliminating malicious traffic. In line with this, the proposed
model was more active in the bandwidth of 14.24 kb/s and was lesser compared to the existing models.
Incoming message-based flow requests were considered for major traffic in network. Grey hole was
launched using features to overload the network, control channel and table value. The proposed model
blocked the malicious requests in attack scenario. The total number of malicious requests got reduced in
the proposed model than other models. In case of attacks, the response time of the host turned out to be a
huge overload with fake requests to the network. The proposed model showed lesser response time in
contrary to the prevailing models. This is because the proposed model eliminated malicious traffic to
provide the normal hosts with free service. To compute the response time, it transferred the ICMP
messages to hosts and heavily reduced the response time.

Figure 5: Average response Time

Figure 4: Incoming messages with attack
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Figure 6: Average response time with attacks

Table 1: Parameter setup

Parameter Value

Timeout 30 s

Idle time 15 s

Blocking threshold value 6

Warning threshold value 3

Iteration interval 5 s

Flow request level 75

Figure 7: CPU utilization
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DR is defined as the ratio of total data packets transmitted by a source to the number of packets received
at the destination. In this study, normal traffic flow was ensured using network connectivity. It transmitted
TCP packets to the destination host. In case of encountering no response, it tends to retrieve it again. In
this initial scenario, PDR was high as shown in Tab. 2.
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Figure 8: Average response time

Table 2: PDR computation

S.No Message sent Delivered Packet drop PDR

1 65800 65800 0 100

2 34600 12380 22480 35.21

3 63800 63800 0 100
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The proposed model showed no additional delay, copied some information from the packets arrived at
the network and did not interfere in the routing process. The proposed model also identified heavy traffic and
flooding scenario based on iteration interval and warning threshold. This rule may block the flooding traffic
based on 15 s installation which may offer immediate relief to the network. Threat identification process may
generate flow that blocks the traffic using IP address and port numbers. The proposed model did not block the
traffic of that port alone. However, with the proposed method, the IP address of that specific block alone can
be blocked instead of complete port. If any system is intended to be blocked, due to multiple illegitimate
activities, then it can be blocked after the expiry of flow rate level. Therefore, there is no need to generate
a flooding traffic. The attacker modifies their behaviour to original state and gets unblocked after sometimes.

There is no need for statistics to mitigate the attacks. However, it is completely important to have the
data collected during path finding. It may not generate traffic for verification or detection process. But it
works over any anomaly detection process and there is no signature of database attacks. Therefore, the
proposed model saves the costs incurred from processing, storage and time.

5 Conclusion

The attractive features of WSN network makes it highly vulnerable too, especially in case of Grey Hole
Attack. This attack tends to degrade the performance of network completely. So, the current research paper
developed a statistical model to mitigate malicious traffic using certain flow rules instead of blocking the
complete IP or port address. The proposed system does not block the suspicious traffic rather it performs
two processes. Initially, it ensures the traffic associated to have a complete flow and eliminates it for
some time. When the attack continues, it declares the entity as a blocked or malicious user. Based on the
proposed model, the researcher conducted investigations. The extensive outcomes demonstrated the
overcoming of Grey Hole Attack through lesser CPU utilization, flow requests, response time, bandwidth
and PDR in contrary to other approaches. Further, the proposed method showed some additional benefits
i.e., no added delay and quick response to attacks. The proposed method further eliminated certain flows
without any signature of database attacks. Further, it does not require any statistics from switches to
detect the attacks. In future, the model can be tested in real-time applications and can be implemented in
the development of effective clustering techniques.
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